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Instructions 

step 1 Open the Gate by pulling it back

step 2 Turn the Turbo wheel all the way to the RIGHT 

step 3 With the reset tool, push down (reset) the 8
pins - you have 4 pins on one side, 4 pins on 
the other side. Start by pushing down the 

first 4 pins from one side, then push down the 

other  4 pins on the other side 

step 4 After all pins are reset; close the Gate by

pushing it in 

The TURBO wheel stays all the way to the RIGHT 
Important!!! Every time when you insert the tool 
into the lock or you pull it out of the lock, the GATE 
must be closed (PUSHED IN) and the Turbo wheel 
Must be turned all the way to the RIGHT 



step 5 Insert the tool into the lock, hold it freely. If the GATE pops out- the tool is
inserted on the WRONG SIDE (watch the video) 

step 6 Open the Gate by pulling it back

step 7 Opening procedure: Start “pumping” – you can “pump” by turning the Tension wheel all 
the way to the left (with HU92 we suggest to try with tension ONLY to the LEFT), hold it 
and start moving the Turbo wheel to the left until you reach the end point (stop point). 
After that, return the Turbo wheel to the right until its stops. Release the Tension 
wheel. Repeat the opening procedure again 

step 8 Don’t be afraid to give a lot of TENSION, this is the key to success

step 9 After you open the lock, turn the Turbo wheel to the LEFT, close
the Gate by pushing it in, and then turn the Turbo wheel all the way 
to the right to finally eject it 

step 10 Remove the tool from the lock

Don’t forget to watch the Instructions Video from 
your USB drive or the Link  on your email 




